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The evidence for brain injury in whiplash injuries
Prof. Michael P. Alexander, M.D*

The problem
The mechanical forces of sudden acceleration/deceleration of
the head and the neck producing soft tissue injury to the neck
are considered throughout this book. The goal of this chapter
is to review the evidence that brain damage can occur in
injuries that produce whiplash. The specific clinical and scientific question in whiplash is usually posed as follows: Can the
purely inertial forces in whiplash injury cause inertial brain
damage? This question is frequently phrased as though the
whiplash case is somehow distinctive, but it is essentially the
same question raised in people who have had some closed head
injury with or without neck injury. The clinical phenomena
are the same: brief loss of consciousness followed by brief confusion or, alternatively, dazed, conscious moments followed by
confusion. Pure whiplash injury implies no, or only minimal,
head contact, but many patients also have head contact
against a head rest or even the steering wheel or windshield.
What actually distinguishes whiplash from mild closed head
injury is the relative severity of the neck injury and the head
injury. As patients with whiplash, with or without head contact, are rarely unconscious, they would fit in all schemes for
classification of concussion as mild or grade 1 or possibly 2, if
they have any concussion at all (1,2). That is, if there is brain
injury in some patients with whiplash, it falls at the mildest
end of the concussion spectrum – essentially by definition.
This review will proceed as follows:
1. Do patients who have had whiplash have cognitive
symptoms? What is the frequency?
2. Do examination, laboratory studies or neuropsychological
tests demonstrate abnormalities consistent with cognitive
symptoms and brain injury?
3. Are there experimental models or pathological data to
support possible brain injury?
4. Are there alternative explanations for cognitive
impairment that do not require a brain injury mechanism?
5. How does the literature on concussion inform us regarding
whiplash?
6. If there are alternative explanations, are they powerful
enough to eliminate brain injury explanations in all or
most patients with cognitive symptoms?

Symptoms of possible brain injury
Early symptoms suggesting brain injury after whiplash are common (3-7). Prospective studies of pure whiplash report that
impaired concentration and forgetfulness are frequent (>25%).
Mental fatigue, impaired sleep, sensory sensitivities and dizziness are also common. Headache is almost universal but is
often inseparable from neck pain and stiffness. Symptoms of
poor concentration, poor memory and mental slowness remain
frequent for 1-3 months. In prospective studies, these cognitive
symptoms decline to 10-20% by one year.
There are several clinical series that report very high
(>50%) cognitive symptoms after one year, but these series are
very selective (8-10). They are assembled from forensic and
specialty clinics. They testify to the high frequency of cognitive complaints in the persistent patients with residuals of
brain injury. There are no claims that all or even most patients
with whiplash have concussion, but it is possible that idiosyncrasies of head position, rotational movement or some other
unknown factor could lead to concussion in a portion of
patients with whiplash. These would presumably be the ones
with persistent symptoms. By comparison, in large series of
concussion the early cognitive symptoms are the same, but the
frequency is considerably higher. At one year there remains,
however, about 10-20% with persistent cognitive symptoms
(11). For concussion, there are also clinical series with virtually universal cognitive complaints, but with the same reservations about interpretation.
Signs and supporting evidence of brain injury
Examination of whiplash patients with cognitive complaints is
not very helpful. Routine neurological examination is normal
(excluding signs related to the neck injury at times). Clinical
mental status evaluation rarely suggests any definite abnormality. Structural imaging of the brain is normal (other than very
rare subdural hematoma reports) (12,13). SPECT in pure
whiplash has usually (14), but not invariably (15), been
reported as normal. Even for patients with classic concussion
when SPECT is often abnormal, interpretation has been controversial (see below).
The major supporting evidence for brain injury after
whiplash, as in classic concussion, comes from neuropsychological testing. Neuropsychological tests in symptomatic
patients consistently demonstrate deficits. Consider prospec-
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tive, acute phase (<one month) studies: RADANOV AND COWORKERS reported a large series of patients tested at one week
and 6-7 months after whiplash injury (16).
Neuropsychological assessment was focused on sustained
attention and rate of information processing. At the acute
assessment, there was a deficit in both the PASAT (paced
auditory serial addition test – a commonly used tool to measure
processing speed) and Trails B tasks. By 6 months the impairments had cleared. ETTLIN ET AL. compared 21 acute whiplash
patients to matched controls (3). No specific group differences
were significant on a large battery of tests, but comparison of
each patient against a control suggested that whiplash patients
were more likely to have lower performance on tests of attention and executive function. KARLSBORG ET AL. reported on
neuropsychological findings in 39 patients with whiplash tested within one month of injury (6). Three patients had mild
deficits in attention, all cleared by six months later.
A sample of studies of neuropsychological findings in
chronically symptomatic whiplash patients reveals cognitive
deficits. KISCHKA ET AL. reported on detailed testing in a case
matched series of 52 patients with chronic whiplash (10). Of
27 neuropsychological tests, the whiplash group had an excess
number of impaired performance on 5 tests, 4 considered
attentional and one considered memory. KESSELS ET AL. compared 26 chronic whiplash patients to a normal control group
(17). The patient group had decreased average PASAT results.
TAYLOR ET AL. compared 18 chronic patients to 10 patients
recovered from severe brain injury (TBI) and matched controls
(18). The whiplash group was mildly but significantly worse on
a difficult test of memory that is very sensitive to suppression of
interference. SCHMAND ET AL. used a similar technique – comparing chronic patients to a group well recovered from severe
TBI and a group of normal controls (19). The overall group
differences showed that the whiplash group was ~ impaired
than the severe TBI group on tests of memory and attention.
RADANOV ET AL. reported impaired divided attention and
working memory in a group of 21 chronic whiplash patients
(14). HENRY ET AL. claimed impaired executive functions in a
group of 32 patients with chronic symptoms after whiplash (8).
The authors describe abnormalities in qEEG in all 32 patients,
asserting that the physiologic findings corroborate the neuropsychological findings although the methodology and interpretation of qEEG remains highly suspect. MRI was normal in
all patients. KESSELS ET AL. recently performed a meta-analysis
of a large number of studies (20). Only eight of 25 reports were
statistically robust enough to interpret. The meta-analysis confirmed that whiplash patients have impairments in memory
and attention when compared to controls.
Pathological evidence for brain injury
The single outstanding experimental model that supports possible brain injury in whiplash is the pure inertial injury of
GENNARELLI ET AL. using small, nonhuman primates (21). The
animals’ heads were fixed, and the injury was delivered
through purely acceleration/deceleration force. By varying the
direction and rotation of head movement and the force of
deceleration the authors could produce the entire spectrum of
diffuse axonal injury (DAI). Typical histopathology of DAI
was observed in all animals with unconsciousness greater than
20

a few minutes. The animals who regained consciousness
promptly (perhaps analogous to whiplash) did not have evidence for DAI although presumably more specific analysis of
axonal functional integrity might have demonstrated some
impairment. Assessment of behavioral or cognitive effects of
the mildest injuries was obviously limited, but by observation
recovery appeared quick and complete. Pertinent to this
review, when head movement was oblique (presumably meaning generating rotation) DAI was more severe than when the
same deceleration forces were produced in the sagittal plane.
This might be one of the idiosyncratic factors of a whiplash
injury that raises the risk of brain injury during an accident.
There is, for obvious reasons, very limited pathological
information on whiplash and concussion in humans. The single study, cited by everyone who reviews this topic, was by
OPPENHEIMER in 1968 (22). Although several patients with
mild TBI are mentioned, a complete clinical description is
only available for one. This patient had loss of consciousness
and amnesia for over 30 minutes. Autopsy demonstrated mild,
but unequivocal, DAI. By clinical variables, this injury, while
still “mild”, is considerably more significant than seen in the
usual whiplash patient.
Summary of evidence for brain injury
Patients with whiplash have a high frequency of cognitive
symptoms in the first weeks after injury. By one year later only
a small fraction of patients still have symptoms, but cognitive
symptoms are very frequent in this group. When tested in
either the acute or chronic (highly selected population) phases, neuropsychological impairments are usually noted on information processing capacity and in attention. While there is no
evidence for brain injury at the level of MRI, regional abnormalities on SPECT may be seen. There is an experimental
model for TBI that at least raises the possibility that purely
inertial injuries may cause brain damage in humans.
There is a potential logical fallacy: if TBI causes certain
symptoms and is associated with particular SPECT abnormalities, must the same symptoms and similar SPECT findings in
whiplash inevitably imply TBI? “If A, then B”, rarely means “if
B, then A”, regardless of respect for parsimony. It is an obligation to determine if there are other explanations besides brain
injury that account for the profile described above. Thus, each
facet of the argument requires reexamination.
Symptoms revisited
The common cognitive complaints are forgetfulness, poor concentration, poor memory and fatigue, in addition to various
somatic complaints such as headache, neck pain, dizziness etc.
There are three limitations to acceptance of the cognitive
symptoms as supportive of brain injury.
First, further review of the same reports describing cognitive
symptoms reveals an equally impressive array of psychological
complaints. In ETTLIN ET AL., 18 of 21 acute patients had
insomnia, and nine were frankly depressed (3). In RADANOV ET
AL. anxiety and insomnia were each present in over 40% (16).
The mild neuropsychological abnormalities presented at one
month, cleared by six months in patients who were asymptomatic, but were persistent, albeit very mild, in patients with
persistent pain. The same group (1994 JNNP) reported two
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aspects of one year follow-up of whiplash (4, 23). Cognitive
recovery was best predicted by initial severity of pain.
Cognitive complaints were generated by somatic problems
such as pain, poor sleep and the “initial {psychological} reaction to injury” (4). An analysis of 29 acute patients demonstrated a strong association of cognitive symptoms with pain.
Cognitive symptoms in chronic whiplash patients appear as
ambiguous as in acute patients. Although TAYLOR ET AL.
demonstrated modest decline in a complex memory test in 18
chronic whiplash patients, the severity of pain appeared to
account for the deficits (18). Data are actually available on
only 15 patients as three were frankly malingering. The large
series (N=108) of chronic patients reported by SCHMAND ET AL
also ostensibly showed cognitive impairments, but the most
“impaired” patients had a very high incidence of malingering
or at least of volitional under performance (19). RADANOV ET
AL in a study of a small group of chronic whiplash patients,
demonstrated that the deficits in divided attention showed no
correlation with regional PET findings (14). Attention was
strongly correlated with pain intensity with high depression
and anxiety scores. Thus, cognitive symptoms seem to be
directly related to pain intensity and secondary to psychological factors, including depression, anxiety, and malingering.
A second reason for hesitation in attribution of cognitive
symptoms to brain injury lies in the symptom profile. The profile has no specificity. Patients with unequivocal concussion
have certain symptoms so commonly that they are reasonably
considered a phenomenological syndrome, the postconcussion
syndrome (PCS): headache, dizziness, sleep disorders, poor
concentration, fatigue, forgetfulness etc. (II). The diagnostic
specificity of that symptom cluster is, however, extremely poor.
The same cognitive symptoms are reported by patients without
any clinical suggestion of brain trauma who have depression,
anxiety and chronic pain, and these are all problems of the
chronic whiplash patient. There is symptomatic overlap with
post-traumatic stress disorder (24). The same cognitive symptoms have been reported in chronic fatigue syndrome (25) and
fibromyalgia (26), and the latter is frequently a concurrent
diagnosis in whiplash (27). Patients with outstanding injuryrelated litigation (28), again without any assertion of brain
injury, report similar symptoms. Thus, cognitive symptoms are
greatly over-determined in whiplash patients, and there are
several other possible explanations for cognitive symptoms
that have greater validity than a brain injury explanation.
A third reason for caution is the uncertainty of the effect of
patient expectations. The base rate of these symptoms is quite
high (29). A substantial portion of patients screened for PCS
symptoms at routine medical visits endorse current or recent
symptoms. Normal subjects markedly underestimate this base
rate, even when they acknowledge the personal experience of
the symptoms (30). Normal subjects, at least in the US, also
“expect” the symptoms to be present in people who have had a
concussion. This combination of findings could mean that
patients will over-attribute symptoms to a recent event that
they “expect” to cause symptoms. Several studies from
Lithuania have demonstrated that in the absence of “expectations”, symptoms are still present but that they rapidly attenuate (31). Thus, expectations can be transmuted to a syndrome.
Well meaning “medicalization” – referral to specialists, imagPain Res Manage Vol 8 No 1 Spring 2003

ing studies and frank discussions of possible medical implications – inadvertently prolongs symptoms (23, 32). Then failure
to find a “cause” may exacerbate anxiety and on and on.
Recall: because concussion frequently produces certain
symptoms does not mean that those symptoms, months and
years after an injury of modest significance, are due to the
injury.
SPECT revisited
Only one study has made a specific claim about SPECT abnormality in chronic whiplash (15). OTTE ET AL. observed bilateral parietal hypoperfusion in a small group of chronic whiplash
patients. This claim was investigated by BICIK ET AL. by performing FDG-PET, MRI and SPECT in a series of chronic
whiplash patients (33). The authors were able to demonstrate
that the biparietal finding was an artifact of cortical thickness
and angulation.
The original premise of this review was that brain injury
due to whiplash, if it occurred at all, must be at the mildest end
of the spectrum of concussion because loss of consciousness is
rare, amnesia is brief or nonexistent, and structural imaging
does not reveal contusions. If that premise is correct, then
review of SPECT in concussion would have relevance for the
whiplash question. There is a large literature on SPECT in
mild TBI.
In a small series of patients studied with SPECT within two
days of concussion, most had patchy, primarily frontal hypoperfusion (34). No follow-up was reported. In a large series of
concussion patients scanned within one month (75% within
one week), SPECT was abnormal in 73 of 136 patients (35).
The pattern was multi-focal cortical hypoperfusion; 60% of
abnormalities were in frontal lobes. This study had excellent
SPECT and clinical follow-up. Symptoms, neuropsychological
deficits and SPECT abnormalities all decreased over one year.
At one year, only 12 patients with initially abnormal SPECT
still had abnormal SPECT; 78% of abnormalities were frontal.
Of the total population of 136, only 11 (8.1%) were still symptomatic; nine of those had abnormal SPECT. There were three
patients with abnormal SPECT but no clinical symptoms. The
authors noted that clinical improvement frequently preceded
SPECT normalization.
Several studies of selected TBI patients, often with mixed
severity, scanned in the chronic phase have shown a high rate
of abnormal scans. GRAY ET AL. reported that 12 of 20 mild TBI
patients had abnormal SPECT more than six months after
injury (36). ICHISE ET AL. reported that eight of 15 chronic
mild TBI patients had abnormal SPECT (37). Most abnormalities were focal areas of hypoperfusion in frontal or temporal
lobes. They proposed that a general decrease in the perfusion
ratios between frontal regions and posterior brain would identify the injury although only four of 15 actually had a clearly
abnormal AP ratio.
KANT ET AL. reported 43 patients with mild TBI referred to
a specialty clinic because of persistent “neuropsychiatric difficulties” at a mean of 16 months after injury (38). The BDI
scores were markedly elevated (75% > 17; mean 25). SPECT
demonstrated focal abnormality in 23 (53%) patients – frontal
(54%), temporal (24%) or basal ganglia (14%). There were no
significant differences between the groups with and without
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SPECT abnormalities on any neuropsychological measure or
on the BDI. The authors concluded that the abnormal SPECT
identified brain damage that, in turn, was responsible for “some
of the neuropsychiatric symptoms”.
BICIK ET AL. (33) reported SPECT findings in 13 patients
with persistent pain and cognitive symptoms at a mean of 27
months after injury (partly reviewed above). The SPECT studies were co-registered with FDG-PET and structural MRI. No
individual patient bad significant regional abnormalities, but
in group analyses, both PET and SPECT demonstrated abnormalities in frontal and subcortical structures. The only significant correlation was between FDG-PET hypoperfusion in
frontal regions (r = –0.71 ) and depression.
Comparison of findings in whiplash and concussion to findings in other disorders is illuminating. There are abundant
reports of functional imaging in psychiatric disorders. A few
examples: IIKADA ET AL. demonstrated a correlation between
reduced frontal perfusion and severity of depression with
SPECT (39). ITO ET AL. demonstrated significant hypoperfusion in prefrontal and anterior temporal regions in depressed
patients (40). They concluded that these regions of reduced
function due to depression might underlie the attentional, cognitive and emotional abnormalities common in depression.
This is, of course, the opposite direction of causation proposed
by KANT ET AL. (38) and KISCHKA ET AL. (10). Two reviews of
functional imaging in depression (41, 42) have concluded that
depression is associated with consistent abnormalities in
frontal and temporal regions. GOODWIN stated that “reductions
in frontal areas may be more likely in patients with impoverished mental states”, summarizing a literature that consistently
shows decreased attention and slow processing in depression
(41). A similar distinction among depressed patients had been
previously suggested by DOLAN ET AL. among others (43).
There is greater PET hypoperfusion in depressed patients with
cognitive impairment (due to depression) than there is in
patients with depression but intact cognitive performance.
LUCEY ET AL. found numerous abnormalities on SPECT in 46
patients with anxiety disorders (44). The strongest correlations
(all negative) were between depression scores or PTSD severity and caudate perfusion.
Pathology revisited
Returning to the experimental model in primates, within the
limitations of assessment of cognition in non-human primates,
the investigators emphasized that the severity and duration of
behavioral abnormalities strongly paralleled the extent of DAI
pathology (21). As in humans, depth of coma, duration of
coma, and eventual outcome are all strongly correlated. Thus,
even if there is brain injury in a typical whiplash patient with
no loss of consciousness, brief dazed and confused interval and
no retrograde amnesia, it must be at the lowest level of DAI. It
would be impossible to account for the disabling severity
reported by many chronic whiplash patients.
Summary revisited and conclusions
Patients with a whiplash injury frequently have cognitive
symptoms. The general quality of the symptoms is quite consistent from patient to patient. The symptoms are very similar
to patients who have “ding” injuries, i.e., grade 1 – the mildest
22

– concussions. The symptoms are also very similar, although
less frequent and usually less marked, to those of patients with
classic concussions. A small number of patients with whiplash
have persistent cognitive complaints, but they are embedded
in a much more complicated collection of somatic and
psychological symptoms. To assign them primary neurological
causation underestimates their multi-factorial basis.
Neuropsychological tests in whiplash patients frequently
demonstrate deficits compatible with the symptoms. SPECT
may demonstrate regional hypoperfusion consistent with the
symptoms and the neuropsychological tests. For patients with
classic concussions there is a reasonable congruence between
resolution of symptoms, signs and SPECT changes. That
chronological congruence has not been demonstrated in pure
whiplash patients, but in chronically symptomatic whiplash
patients, SPECT abnormalities are common. It is certainly
possible that a fraction of patients with whiplash suffer transient brain dysfunction placing them at the mildest end of the
concussion spectrum.
But the last question in the introduction asked if brain
injury best accounts for the persisting cognitive symptoms after
whiplash. In the absence of an unambiguous biological measure of persistent brain damage, the answer is “No”. Brain injury
is an unsatisfactory explanation. The symptoms have absolutely DQ specificity for brain injury. The SPECT abnormalities
are essentially uninterpretable given the enormous overlap
with other, non-neurological disorders that are almost
universal concurrent diagnoses in these patients.
Neuropsychological testing only demonstrates that the patient
is reporting his or her difficulties accurately; there are deficiencies on memory and attention tasks. This corroboration carries
DQ useful conclusions about causation. When properly
assessed, the patients frequently are underperforming due to
pain, medication, depression, anxiety, sleep disruptions, stress
or poor motivation. In the absence of a history of whiplash, the
patients’ symptoms, signs and SPECT/PET findings would be
seen as parsimoniously and wholly accounted for by pain,
medication, depression, anxiety, sleep disruptions, stress or
poor motivation.
It is also the case that pain, medication, depression, anxiety, and sleep disruptions are potentially highly treatable
although it is uncertain if that can be claimed for stress or
poor motivation. If there is lingering neurological dysfunction
and cognitive inefficiency, there are no validated direct treatments. Compensatory programs using calendars, PDAs, schedules free of unpredictable interference, sleep hygiene and the
like will surely help anyone but may require more effort than
pain, medication, depression, anxiety, sleep disruptions, stress
or poor motivation will allow. Endlessly hunting for proof of
brain injury is clinically detrimental and draws focus and
energy from treatment of the disorders that can actually be
treated. Failure to treat the treatable will only increase anxiety and prolong disability. Should some agent – cholinesterase
inhibitors, SSRI antidepressants, gingko, caffeine or something as yet undiscovered or not considered – be useful in
treatment of forgetfulness, distractibility, and slow mental
processing, it should, of course, be utilized, whether or not it
can be proven to target a specific neural injury. We are waiting for that day.
Pain Res Manage Vol 8 No 1 Spring 2003
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